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KEYWORDS, SYMBOLS AND PARAMETERS 
 

The lists below are a set of important keywords, symbols or parameters which were used 
throughout the research for the simplicity, explanation and derivation of results. Referring to these 
will help in understanding the context of the research and for a better overall reading experience. 

 
The sections in the research are numbered from I to VI, sub-sections from a to b and sub-

subsections from 1 to 2 based on the table of contents, the figures are numbered 1 to 3 and the 
equations, sub-equations are numbered from 1 to 2.5.  

ALL PROJECTIONS FOR SECTION IV MADE ON 27.05.2020 
 
Keywords 
 
1) Contact Tracing – A way of tracking individuals for a purpose, as in context of the virus. 
2) Covid-19 – A virus from the coronavirus family, similar to SARS. 
3) Projections – An estimate or forecast for the future of a situation. 
4) Cases – Number of people who have contracted the virus at some point. 
5) Testing – A process of finding out whether a person has contracted the virus or not. 
6) Function – A relation or expression based on variables. 
7) Predictor – A program with ability to predict or estimate future scenarios. 
8) Python – A programming language used for data analysis and predictive modelling. 
9) Strategy – A way of doing something, the methodology usually depends on the situation. 
 
Symbols  
 
1) à - Arrow, used to indicate something important or in something in continuation of. 
2) ( ) , [ ] - Brackets, for indicating something specific i.e. equations, figures etc. 
3) ∝	- Proportionality sign, to show a constant or varying relation between parameters. 
4) + , - , * , / , =  - Mathematical operators, commonly used for linear functions. 
5) ∆ - Delta, the difference between two successive values of a parameter. 
6) [1] - Superscript, to denote exponential values, powers or for numbering key points. 
7) [1] - Subscript, to denote value number or instance of the parameters. 
8) ==> - Therefore, referring in continuation or conclusion to a statement or parameter. 
 
Parameters and Characters 
 
1) x , y – Used as variables in an example to show proportionality on page 4. 
2) k – Rate of change, used throughout the research for various relations. 
3) C – Number of cases found out via various strategies i.e. testing, contact tracing etc. 
4) T – Number of tests conducted. 
5) W – Week number, subscript signifies the number or duration of the week/weeks. 
6) R – Number of recoveries from total cases. A subpart of closed cases. 
7) D -  Number of deaths from total cases. A subpart of closed cases. 
8) PD – Population density, used as an important parameter in section II. 
9) CT – Contact Tracing, used as a strategy comparison parameter in section IV.  
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COVID -19 
 

Impact of Community-Transmission Prevention 
Strategies on COVID-19 Cases in India 
Aaryan Nagpal 
 

 
(Image from - https://www.clinicaltrialsarena.com/news/uk-camostat-covid-19-trial/) 

SECTION A 
I. Introduction 
The novel coronavirus, COVID-19, originated in Wuhan and has spread rapidly across the 
globe. The World Health Organization has declared it to be a pandemic. In the absence of a 
vaccine, lockdowns have emerged as the most widely adopted strategy for its mitigation and 
control. The reduction and prevention of social contact in workplaces, schools and other public 
spheres is the target of such measures. Each country has a few unique mechanisms of their own 
to help reduce the impact of COVID-19. The research aims to examine the best ones in detail 
using mathematical and logical analysis to achieve the results. 
 
The paper presents an example-based analysis to show how the number of cases in India 
would’ve varied in India if strategies used in countries such as New Zealand and Hong Kong 
were implemented in India. The mathematical model and logical description in the research 
were aimed at explaining the impact of various virus curbing techniques. Curbing the spread 
of the virus is the utmost priority of each country and the ones discussed in the research were 
most effective in doing so considering all the factors. 
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Methodology 
1. Choosing Ideal Examples. 

 
A. Ideal examples were chosen based on their Human Development Index ranking and 

their Global Health Security Index ranking. Countries with high HDI and GHS were 
chosen to compare with India. 
 

B. The 2nd criterion was the daily increase in the number of cases and deaths, the lower the 
better for the case-study in section A. 
 

C. The two countries which fit all parameters were New Zealand and Hong Kong. 
 

 
2. Why Were the Examples Chosen Ideal? 

 
A. The examples chosen were ideal because; even though they were hit with the virus in 

late January, they were both able to restrict the number of cases to 1,550 and 1,125 
respectively. 
  

B. This was after the fact that Honk Kong had the oldest population in terms of average 
age in the world and that they even had quite a high population density. New Zealand 
was chosen as it was one of the top travel destinations in the world. 
 

C. Both the countries had more than a 97% recovery rate and the number of cases in both 
countries had stagnated. They had a combined total of 26 deaths due to the virus, 
setting themselves as examples for the world to follow. 
 
 

3. Identifying Prevention Techniques Used by Ideal Examples. 
 
A. The next step was case studying both New Zealand and Hong Kong to understand why 

they had such a low number of cases and an astonishingly high recovery rate with 
extremely low death rate. (97% and 1% respectively)  
 
 

4. Analysing the Impact of These Techniques on India. 
 
A. Analysing and comparing the variation in the number of cases and deaths that would’ve 

happened if we continued with present techniques as compared to implementing the 
ideal country example techniques till the time plateauing occurred. 

 
B. During identification, it was found that these included largescale testing, developed 

research facilities, effective quarantine measures and following the principle of social 
distancing without breaking rules. Analytically, even though some of these methods 
would have been hard to work on due to economic constraints, the ones that did not 
require largescale investment could be equally as helpful and beneficial. 
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PYTHON - GROWTH RATE PREDICTOR MODEL - (MATHEMATICAL MODEL) 
 
The growth rate predictor used is a python-based model on REPL which is able to predict the 
number of cases and tests, thus establishing patterns between factors. It used basic 
mathematical functions and forms rates and trends for the required value. The recoveries and 
deaths had variable exponential growth rates so they were found accurately using the mini 
web tool linked below. 
https://miniwebtool.com/exponential-growth-calculator/ 
 
The source of all the data that was used by the predictor came from free resource websites on 
the internet. The links have been mentioned in the acknowledgements and references section. 
The predictor derives it’s working from the mini web tool linked above. Instead of an 
exponential function the predictor helps graph a linear function for the same. All the graphs 
shown in the research follow data derived from the predictor. 
 
The projections are graphed on using various softwares such as Microsoft Excel, Microsoft 
PowerPoint and Tableau.  
 
A link to the REPL file of the growth rate predictor is being mentioned. It’s working is 
dependent entirely on data entries from previous weeks. The functioning and utility of the 
growth rate predictor is also being mentioned ahead. 
 

Predictor à https://growthratepredictor.aaryannagpal.repl.run  
 
 
WORKING 
 
Let x ∝ y 
Using either a variable proportional k or constant proportional k to equate x to y. 
For the sake of simplicity and as per the requirement. This research will be using a variable k, 
this allows for the equation à  x = k*y => x/y = k 
 
Assuming x and y to be known factors based on which the very first values of k can be 
calculated. After doing so a few times there are a few values of k, which are all going to be 
stored in the form of a list in an REPL file. 
The predictor now proceeds to find the difference, ratios of values of k to find an appropriate 
pattern, based of which it then proceeds to calculate values of k which will be needed to find 
future projections in this case. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Having established the working of a mathematical model which will be used to calculate the 
number of cases in India using techniques from the ideal example countries, the next section 
of the research is all about figuring out the ways in which New Zealand and Hong Kong were 
highly effective in curbing the impact of the virus. 
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II.A - NEW ZEALAND  (CASE STUDY 1) 
 
Important Demographics- 
1) Population – 5,000,000 (Population Density – 18.67/km2) 
2) Average age – 37.9 years old 
3) HDI & GHS – 0.921 (Rank – 14) & 54.0 (Rank – 35) 
4) Parameter which contributes to case study – Top travel destination (18th most travelled 
to country according to 2020 World Tourism Rankings) 
 
Important COVID-19 data figures- 
1) Cases – 1504 (Recovered – 1462, Deaths – 21, Active Cases – 21) 
2) Tests – 287,500 (57,500 tests per million) 
3) No new cases from 22nd May 2020 
 
On analysing the demographics it is inferred that New Zealand is one of the most developed 
countries in the world based on their Human Development and Health Security Rankings. 
The fact that New Zealand has a relatively high average age (37.9) as compared to the world 
(30.4) and that it is one of the most frequently travelled to destinations in the world makes it 
extremely important to understand how they curbed the spread of the virus. 
 
New Zealand had implemented a wide variety of strategies including: a) being one the first 
countries to announce a national and international travel ban and b) a nation-wide 
lockdown (in February). Thus, preventing any incoming cases in the country. They also put 
in place highly efficient contact tracing system.  
 
They conducted a huge number of tests equal to 5.75% of their population; they have been 
successful in stopping community transmission. With only 21 active cases as of 27th May, 
they will be the first highly developed country to have no cases and no patients in the 
hospital. 
 
Even though social distancing was one of the most widely used strategies all across the 
world, due to the low population density of New Zealand at 18.67/km2, it was not one of the 
factors which had been one of the top contributors in greatly in the curbing the spread of the 
virus in the country.  
 
Strategies used by New Zealand to control the number of cases keeping in mind each factor 
of their demographics and COVID-19 -  
1) Top travel destination – Travel ban (both national and international) 
2) High average age – Nationwide lockdown early in Feb and contact tracing system. 
3) High recovery rate – Top health security system and high incomes along with high 
literacy rate and educational prowess. 
4) No new cases – Effective implementation and following of curbing techniques. 
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II.B - HONG KONG   (CASE STUDY 2) 
 
Important Demographics- 
1) Population – 7,500,000 (Population Density – 6,780/km2) 
2) Average Age – 44.4 years old 
3) HDI & GHS – 0.939 (Rank – 4) & 69.0 (Rank – 11) 
4) Parameter which contributes to case study – Hong Kong is one of the most densely 
populated regions in the entire world. 
 
Important COVID-19 data figures- 
Cases – 1100 (Recovered – 1034, Deaths – 4, Active Cases – 54) 
Tests – 210,000 (27,150 tests per million) 
Very few New Cases from 22nd May 2020 
 
It can be inferred from the demographics that just like New Zealand, Hong Kong is also 
among one of the most developed countries in the world based on their Human Development 
and Health Security Rankings. Hong Kong has an extremely high average age (44.4) as 
compared to the world (30.4) and it is one of the most densely populated regions in the world 
makes it extremely important to understand how they curbed the spread of the virus. 
 
Hong Kong had implemented a wide variety of strategies, including: having an extremely 
effective contact tracing system followed by isolation and quarantine system. They only 
shifted to a partial lockdown and according to social distancing norms and were able to 
limit the number of cases effectively. Effectual usage of masks played a major role too. 
They conducted a high number of tests equal to 2.85% of their population, they have been 
successful in stopping community transmission. With only 54 active cases as of 27th May, 
they will be closely behind New Zealand to be among one of the first highly developed 
country to have no cases and no patients in the hospital. (Iceland and Slovenia closely 
follow with only a few active cases.) 
 
Social distancing was one of the most widely used strategies all across the world and due to 
the high population density of Hong Kong at 6,780/km2, it was a factor which was one of the 
top contributors in greatly in the curbing the spread of the virus in the country. No country 
was able to apply and work with social distancing measures more fruitfully than them. 
 
Methods used by Hong Kong to control the number of cases keeping in mind each factor of 
their demographics and COVID-19 -  
1) High population density – Social distancing, isolating and quarantining. 
2) High average age – Best of prevention methods followed at individual level. 
3) High recovery rate – Contact tracing system, top health security system and high incomes 
along with high literacy rate and educational prowess. 
4) No new cases – Effective implementation and following of curbing techniques. 
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SECTION B 
III – INDIA’S PREDICAMENT 
 
On analysing the two case studies above, the strategies implemented can be compared to the 
ones India is already following; which ones it should follow and what India can do to improve 
the situation? A trend emerged in the form of Contact Tracing system and largescale testing 
strategies apart from various types of lockdowns. Social distancing also stood out as an 
important factor. 
 
The virus curbing strategies used by India included nationwide lockdowns, travel bans and 
social distancing. The testing in India was more in absolute number than New Zealand and 
Hong Kong combined but due to the large population of India, the number of tests per million 
and the percentage of people tested was lacking way behind. Similarly, even though Aarogya 
Setu (India’s contact tracing system) had been downloaded more times than the entire 
population of New Zealand and Hong Kong combined, total percentage of the Indian 
population that had downloaded the app was way too low for the system to be effective. 
 
Some problems that are being faced by India include lack of education, which in-turn lead to 
poverty, poor health system and finally a lack of awareness. All of these combine to be a reason 
regarding India’s inability to implement strategies as effectively as the countries used in the 
case studies in Section A.  
 
What should India do? 
Education among the masses is important and holds the key to any problem; But currently, 
India requires a fast and effective solution to the problem at hand. The way this could be 
solved is by ramping up testing to at least 500,000 tests a day so that more people are tested 
and the implementation of quarantining and isolation can be much better than what it is 
currently. Secondly, the contact tracing system could be made better than before if it is linked 
to the Aadhar Card so that every person who has the Aadhar Card needs to fill in the details 
about themselves on Aarogya Setu app. This would help in tracking down possibly infected 
individuals and prevent the further spread of the virus within a particular region. 
 
On comparing what India had in common with the countries used in the case studies, figuring 
out what India needs to do at this time to help them curb the virus effectively, the next section 
of the research focusses on the effectiveness of these two methodologies in curbing the virus 
and their effect on the number of cases, deaths and recoveries. 
 
New Zealand’s strategy helped them to become the first country which had more than 1,000 
cases to be completely free of the virus with no active cases as of the 7th of June. Similar to 
New Zealand, Hong Kong are closely following them towards the same kind of scenario.  
Hong Kong’s decision to go with a partial lockdown yet being able to curb the virus showed 
that it is not always necessary to close down all work and system provided other techniques 
were followed meticulously. 
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IV.A – INCREASED TESTING STRATEGY 
 
Testing for COVID-19 tends to be a bit expensive for a part of India’s population but with the 
new government budget in which good chunk of the budget is being spent on COVID-19 
facilities and R&D, those testing numbers can be increased. More localised testing (urban and 
rural) and increase in the number of ICMR approved centers will also play a major role. 
 
Using the predictor model, the number of cases for an increased testing strategy can be figured 
out. It is very likely that more cases found will be out at a much faster rate than now and the 
cases could be in integral multiples of what is observed currently. India is conducting an 
average of 125,000 tests a day since 20th May till the 1st week of June. If the number of tests 
are quadrupled, based on the fact that many unsuspecting people carry the virus with no 
symptoms and some people don’t have the adequate means to get themselves tested, this means 
that the number of cases will be nearly doubled but the rate at which the cases will increase 
will also lead to a shift in the recovery rate, death rate and possibly even the plateauing date. 
The assumptions are based on results of the studies conducted by various researchers - 
https://www.healthline.com/health-news/50-percent-of-people-with-covid19-not-aware-have-
virus. 
 
The studies also state that most people who don’t know that they have the virus recover 
within a matter of days, this significantly bumps up the recovery rate. An example is used to 
explain the situation – (Analytically & Mathematically) 
 
Assuming 1,000 people to be the subjects taken for a case study on COVID-19. 800 people 
who are tested return negative tests so they are part of the population safe from the virus. On 
testing the 1000 people it is found that 200 people are carrying the virus (based on the fact 
that in the study it is assumed 20% of the population is infected). 
 
Out of those 200 people, with the existing testing methods only 100 would’ve been recorded.  
Moving on to the recovery rate, 90 out of the 100 people who would’ve been found to have 
contracted the virus will recover normally. Close to 98 of the people of who were asymptomatic 
but tested positive will recover as well due to a well-functioning immune system, no previous 
diseases and age as the primary factors. This means only 12 people die, which corresponds to 
the 1-1.5% death rate, a figure which according to many researchers is much closer to the actual 
death rate. 
 
Since the tests were quadrupled, the growth rate was halved to keep the number of cases in 
proportion with the original cases as the asymptomatic cases were considered as well. 
 
C ∝	T à C = k*T (where k is the growth rate variability constant)                                       [1] 
The formula above was used in the calculation of data points for all three parameters, instead 
of taking T for recoveries (R) and Deaths (D), C was taken as the secondary parameter. 
 
“k” was figured out till 31st May based on the same formula and then using that trend “k” was 
found out for the following weeks from the 1st of June to 5th of July and then all the values 
were plugged in the formula to graph the data points as functions. 
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The calculations for the number of cases during the time period 1st June to 5th July based on 
the formula and the growth rates that were calculated. 
 
All the data points in Figure 1 were found out using the predictor model which took into 
consideration the number of tests and the growth rate to give the number of cases during a 
certain week between the 1st week of June and the 1st week of July (plateauing starts). 
 
Projections from 1st June to 5th July (new cases in the week) 
 
W0-1 (1st June to 7th June) à C=k*T à ∆C1 = 0.2616 * 500,000 = 130,810                       [2.1] 
W1-2 (8th June to 14th June) à C=k*T à ∆C2 = 0.3009 * 500,000 = 150,483                    [2.2] 
W2-3 (15th June to 21st June) à C=k*T à ∆C3 = 0.3607 * 500,000 = 175,373                  [2.3] 
W3-4 (21st June to 27th June) à C=k*T à ∆C4 = 0.4004 * 500,000 = 200,232                  [2.4] 
W4-5 (28th June to 5th July) à C=k*T à ∆C5 = 0.3907 * 500,000 = 195,382           [2.5] 
 
Figure 1 shows a comparison between the number of cases, recoveries and deaths till the 5th 
of July (the date the cases will start to plateau, with reference to 
https://aaryannagpal.files.wordpress.com/2020/05/covid-19-research-paper-1-1.pdf ) 
if it is assumed that 500,000 tests are conducted daily starting 1st of June. 
 

 
 
 
It can be seen in Figure 1 that the number of cases begin to reduce during the last week of June 
and the recovery rate is significantly higher than the case rate. The plateauing and peak both 
occur during the last few days of June and reduce in July. If there wasn’t any increase in testing 
the peak would’ve occurred a week later as seen in the Predictive Analysis research. 
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IV.B – CONTACT TRACING SYSTEM STRATEGY 
 
India does have its very own contact tracing system (app) in the form of Aarogya Setu but with 
only 120 million downloads, which is even less then 10% (8.7483%) of the country’s 
population it is not very effective in detecting and intercepting community transmission. If 
India could link this app with the Aadhar Card of people (more than 1 billion people have 
Aadhar Cards with individual Aadhar Card numbers), it would be very similar to Hong Kong’s 
system which was able to record symptoms and test results of 75% of their population with 
high geographic mapping accuracy. Making this happen in India with subsequent quarantining 
and isolating of people who were found to be plausible virus carriers will greatly curbing the 
virus. The extent of this can be seen in Figure 2 and Figure 3. 
 
The app with geographic mapping will also help in marking regions as hotspots or containment 
zones (housing societies with many cases) and then controlling the situation by not letting the 
virus spread to nearby societies and regions by isolating and quarantining. 
 
Contact tracing is another form of case identification which can be confirmed by conducting a 
test for the suspected individuals. The Aarogya Setu apps virtual testing based on symptoms is 
taken by nearly 500,000 people a day (based on daily average downloads). This testing system 
combined with the apps ability to alert people of cases in proximity using geographic mapping 
has already helped prevent a large number of possible cases. Increasing the usability of this 
system by linking it with an Aadhar Card will be a perfect solution. 
 
Mathematically, 
Taking a test subject group of 1,000 people. Assuming each person is equally likely to contract 
the virus. If 200 people are already carrying the virus and they are likely to infect 4 people each 
day, the contact tracing system will pick up on their location and will proceed to alert the 
infected individuals to isolate themselves and also warn other people in the surrounding region 
to be safe and stay at home.  
 
Of course due to people working in essential services and those who work as daily wage 
workers will not completely reduce the chance of any spread. But based on various researches 
and case studies the chance of being infected is reduced by a factor of 4.  
 
This means out of the 800 non-infected people from which only 160 people who would’ve 
gotten the infection (20% infection rate (section IV.A)) only 40 people will contract it.  
 
Calculation for Week 0 to 1 Regarding number of Cases Based on Increased Testing. 
Projected increase in Cases à 130,810 
After the Contact Tracing system come into use, the extraneous increase (not due to general 
growth rate) cases for the week will be reduced by a factor of 4. 
Extraneous Cases (due to no restrictions) à 65,405  
Net Reduction in cases à 0.25* 65405 à 49053 
Revised number of cases for Week 0 to 1 à 130,810 - 65,405 + 16351 = 81756 
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Figure 2 shows a comparison between the strategies. The reduction in the number of cases in 
the last week of June and 1st week of July can be clearly seen in the figure. The Contact Tracing 
system reduce the number of cases by 38% on an average per week during the time. 
 
Figure 3 illustrates the difference in the number of recoveries and deaths with the Contact 
Tracing system as opposed to only increased testing as a prevention strategy. The working to 
graph the data points as a function is similar to that of Figure 2. The recoveries increase at the 
same rate as before just adjusted to the cases and the deaths decrease by a factor of 8. 
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V. FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND THE CONCLUSION  
 

 
1) Social distancing and lockdown strategies were already being followed in India since 

the month of March and even though they were greatly helpful in reducing the number 
of cases it is still not enough with a large population. New and improved methods of 
testing also came about which were able to provide accurate results within hours but 
even this wasn’t enough to curb the virus entirely due to factors such as poverty. With 
no signs of a vaccine being made in the coming months and the cases increasing each 
week there was a need to figure out ways in which the virus could be curbed. This was 
done in this research using various case studies. 

 
2) Based on the findings of the two case studies, relevant strategies for curbing the spread 

of COVID-19 in India were figured out. Further analysis on the outcomes of plausible 
usage of these strategies in India was done using logical and mathematical analysis by 
graphing the results and taking into consideration a geographic point of view. The 
findings from this analysis gave some interesting points and results for the Indian 
central and state governments to include in their plans for a step towards a safer and 
infection free India. 

 
3) The results indicate that the actual number of cases in India could be much more than 

what is currently being shown. The projections show that India might in fact have 
double or slightly more than double the number of cases every week than what can be 
seen. This is partly because not enough tests are being conducted with respect to the 
population and some steps towards increase in ICMR centers and localisation of test 
centers in rural areas could lead to more accurate data points. Similarly, most 
asymptomatic people recover from the virus even without knowing that they had the 
virus. This means they could’ve infected other individuals and at the same time 
contributed to an increased recovery rate. This is where random sample subject testing 
comes into play where individuals with no symptoms are tested and then appropriate 
quarantine and isolation strategies are used for micro-curbing of the virus.  

 
4) Figure 2 shows a comparison between the Contact Tracing and increased testing 

strategies. The reduction in the number of cases in the last week of June and 1st week 
of July can be clearly seen in the figure. The Contact Tracing system reduce the number 
of cases by 38% on an average per week during the time. 

 
5) If these strategies are implemented and followed in a disciplined manner the virus can 

be curbed greatly. The current plateauing time of June end can be brought much closer 
easily. 
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4) Software and interface for Python code for model to run (Section A & B) obtained from 
 https://repl.it/repls in May 2020. 

 
5) Growth Rates for calculations of further cases (Section B) derived from 

https://aaryannagpal.files.wordpress.com/2020/05/covid-19-research-paper-1-1.pdf in 
May & Jun 2020. 

 
6) Researches for example based case studies for projections (Section B) retrieved from 

https://www.healthline.com/health-news/50-percent-of-people-with-covid19-not-
aware-have-virus in May & Jun 2020. 

 
 

7) Contact Tracing strategies in New Zealand and Hong Kong (Section A) examined and 
retrieved from https://www.healthline.com/health-news/everything-to-know-about-
contact-tracing#What-resources-are-needed? in Jun 2020. 
 

8) New Zealand facts and demographics (Section A) retrieved from 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Zealand in May 2020. 

 
9) Hong Kong facts and demographics (Section A) retrieved from 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hong_Kong in May 2020. 
 

 
10) Virus details and images and specifications (Section A) procured from 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coronavirus_disease_2019 in May 2020. 
 
 


